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Abstract

The JRAF (JINR - Russia Analysis Facility) runs 
PROOF (Parallel ROOT Facility) cluster software 
for ALICE experiment and it is part of AAF (AL- 
ICE Analysis Facility). Simulated, reconstructed 
and analysis data are located on local disks of work- 
ers. It is used to perform a fast interactive analysis 
and calibration. The aim of the JRAF is conceptu- 
ally different from analysis on the Grid. The JRAF 
does not make it possible, to analyse all data taken 
by ALICE at once, because its space is limited. But 
storage on workers runs in cache mode, so when all 
space is used, old data are removed and new are 
staged. The JRAF is a PROOF cluster having 48 
cores and 24 TB of disk space are ready for ALICE 
analysis today. Due to fast staging (speed of net- 
work is then limit), it is possible to run an analysis 
and see results after a few minutes or even seconds, 
thus allowing very fast development cycles.
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The JINR Analysis Facility (JRAF) is a cluster at

Dubna running PROOF cluster software supported

by AAF. It can be used for prompt analysis of

pp data, as well as selected PbPb data. Further-

more calibration programs can be run on the JRAF.

PROOF allows interactive parallel analysis on a lo-

cal cluster. Interactive means that you see the re-

sults right away (contrary to a batch job where you

have to wait for the job to finish before you see the

results). Parallel means that several nodes execute

sub sets of your data at the same time. Jobs (pack-

ets) are distributed by PROOF master using TPack-

etizer class. You can connect to a PROOF sys-

tem from your usual ROOT prompt using TProof

class. Using PROOF is aimed to be transparent,

that means you can execute the same analysis code

locally and on a PROOF system without changing

code in user’s task. Of course, certain rules have to

be observed. A schema of a PROOF system can be

seen in figure 1.

The PROOF based analysis and calibration, main

tasks of PROOF facility at ALICE, are conceptually

different from the analysis and calibration on Grid.

The latter is based at largest available amount of

processing data. So it gives the most statistically

well-to-do results. However, these results will not

Figure 1: PROOF schema

be available in a few minutes. PROOF facility lets

you get these results very fast at restricted statistics

located at disks of workers, thus allowing very fast

development cycles. The new type of AAF running

PROOF clusters is used today for:

• Prompt analysis of proton-proton data

• Pilot analysis of Pb-Pb data

• Calibration & Alignment

The JRAF Analysis Facility (JRAF)

The JRAF will run PROOF for ALICE. Sim-

ulated data with different LHC periods starting

from PDC06 and measured reconstructed data in

both formats ESD(Event Summary data) and AOD

(Analysis Object Data), where AOD is approxi-

mately 10 times smaller and it is more used by

analysis. Once ALICE starts data taking and re-

construction is done, data can be accessible within

few minutes, hours (this depends on size of data

and speed of network) and they are available on

the JRAF when automatic staging copy files from

ALICE storage elements. Users can register

datasets they want, and data are automatically

staged to the JRAF PROOF cluster. Status of data

availability is checked every five minutes so user

is able to analyse part of dataset already staged.

It can be used to perform analysis and calibration

within minutes. The aim of the JRAF is conceptu-

ally different from the analysis on the Grid, due to
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Figure 2: Table of AAF PROOF cluster

its interactivity and automatic merging of out ob-

jects (histograms, ntuples, trees, ...) The JRAF is

not able to analyse all data taken by ALICE, be-

cause its space is limited. But storage on workers

runs in cache mode, so when all space is used, old

data are removed and new are staged. Due to fast

staging (speed of network is then limit), it is pos-

sible to run an analysis and see results after a few

minutes or even seconds, thus allowing very fast de-

velopment cycles.

The ALICE Analysis Facility (AAF)

The ALICE Analysis Facility is a distributed

PROOF cluster used for interactive parallel data

processing[1]. There is a combined ROOT‘s pack-

age PROOF, with settings XROOTD (ALICE SE),

which is responsible for working with data, where

the PackMan ensures the timeliness software across

a cluster. We have seven PROOF clusters at the

moment. Currently only three of them are on-line.

One of them is JRAF, you can see it on the table

shown in figure 2. In order to analyse data, it is

a good idea to have the data on the storage space

PROOF cluster. In the case of AAF, storage is di-

rectly located on a local drive of each worker in the

cluster. It is necessary to ensure coping data from

AliEn to the cluster catalogue. To accomplish this

task, it was necessary to create the so-called data-

set, which is basically a list of files. Data are divided

into two groups:

• official (real data, data from Monte-Carlo sim-

ulation),

• user data-sets (data-sets created by users).

The one of the advantages is, that user can list

all the active/waiting/finished PROOF sessions. If

the PROOF cluster is overloaded, then user con-

nects to another one. User can just disconnect and

connect again later to retrieve the output. If the

PROOF cluster has more than specific number of

users, the PROOF master will reject the new re-

quests and user can connect later and choose an-

other AAF proof cluster. The system admin can

kill/suspend the sessions in the queue. JRAF is the

PROOF cluster of a 8 cores box. There is 2 TB

what could be used for the data-set. So this mini-

mal configuration of JRAF allows one to do mainly
a test of AAF software and a very limited number

of analysis for which the low disk space of JRAF

would be enough [2, 3]. Today we are waiting more

powerful apparatus for JRAF. There will be added

4 machines with 48 cores totally and 24 TB of disk

space.
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